Aims & Scope:

The regulation of hemopoiesis depends on the state of the mesenchymal microenvironment and regulatory factors. Function of hematopoietic stem cell (HSCs) is associated with niches of bone marrow. Tumor-derived factors and therapeutic interventions disrupt structural and regulatory properties of the stem cell niche, resulting in niche invasion by hematopoietic malignancies. The stroma has been demonstrated to have crucial roles in tumorigenesis, cancer progression, metastasis, and therapy resistance. The bone marrow microenvironment, specific genetic and epigenetic abnormalities in cancer cells could contribute greatly to acquired drug resistance and metastasis tumor. Tumor-derived exosomes are recognized as a critical determinant of the tumor progression and drug resistance. The being developed of therapies that target the mechanisms by which stromal cells contribute to successful tumorigenesis. The expression levels of MDR/metastasis-associated genes are regulated by numerous microRNAs (miRNAs/miRs). The role of microvesicle - mediated microRNA transfer converts non-cancer stem cells into cancer stem cells is considered. Targeting specific drivers of desmoplasia, such as cancer associated fibroblasts, either enhances or halts tumor growth and progression. The role of fibrosis is revealed in cancer progression. Tumor cells can destroy bone stromal elements and to transformer into pathological osteolytic or osteoblastic lesions. Interactions of tumor, immune, and mesenchymal stromal/stem cells (MSCs) have been recognized as crucial for understanding tumorigenesis. The study of the state of the stromal-hemopoietic complex and its effect on the development of chemoresistance and the metastasis tumor in patients will provide an opportunity to disclose mechanisms of oncogenesis and to justify the choice of therapy.
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